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February 16, 2016 

 

To: The Honorable Speaker David Ralston 

The Honorable President Pro Tempore David Shafer 

 

Cc: Justice Stevens and Members of the Georgia House of Representatives and Senate 

 

Re: Former U.S. Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens, Elbridge Gerry and Gerrymandering 

in Georgia 

 

Dear Mr. Ralston and Mr. Shafer: 

 

If you glance over a map of Georgia’s districts that apply for U.S. Congressional 

elections, then you will quickly notice some strange shapes depicting the handiwork of bad 

policy regarding redistricting. Bad maps have now been drawn up for many years in Georgia, 

yielding results “incompatible with democratic principles,” according to John Paul Stevens, the 

retired U.S. Supreme Court justice. Former Justice Antonin Scalia and other judges are in 

agreement with him.
1
 Therefore, as legislators, please move to end this un-representative and un-

democratic (as well as anti-competitive and unethical) process called “partisan gerrymandering” 

in 2016 as several U.S. states have already prudently done so, for example, Iowa, Ohio and New 

York more recently.
2
 
3
 

 

A brief American primer on gerrymandering from former Justice Stevens is enlightening, 

including a re-read of President Washington’s “Farewell Address” considering Presidents’ Day 

yesterday, where he warns against party factions and gridlock.
4
 Here is an excerpt from the book 

called Six Amendments, published in 2014 by Mr. Stevens after he retired from the Supreme 

Court. He says gerrymandering dates back to the early history of Massachusetts, 

 

“During the early history of Massachusetts the Federalists usually controlled the 

state government. In 1811, however, the governor, Elbridge Gerry, and a majority of both 

branches of the legislature were Republicans. In order to retain control of the 

government, on February 12, 1812, they redrew the boundaries of the thirty senatorial 

                                                 
1
 Note: From Six Amendments: How and Why We Should Change the Constitution, page 33. 

2
 Note: See the National Conference of State Legislatures website for a summary of state-by-state actions--

http://www.ncsl.org/research/redistricting/2009-redistricting-commissions-table.aspx. 
3
 Note: According to Gallup’s “Party Affiliation” poll, 44 percent of voters nationally associate as Independent as of 

January 2016; however, of the 535 elected politicians in the U.S. Congress only 2 are Independents; and of the 236 

politicians in Georgia’s General Assembly only 1 is Independent--http://www.gallup.com/poll/15370/party-

affiliation.aspx. 
4
 Note: Channeling James Madison and Alexander Hamilton, former President Washington warns against “the fury 

of party spirit,” writing “in governments purely elective, it is a spirit not to be encouraged”--

http://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/washing.asp. 
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districts, packing enough Federalists into a small number of districts to give the 

Republicans comfortable majorities in the others. Of the 101,930 votes cast in the 1812 

election, a majority of 51,766 were Federalist, but they elected only 11 senators. The 

Republican minority with only 50,164 votes elected 29 senators. The shapes of the 

districts drawn by Gerry’s partisans were anything but compact. Because one of them 

resembled a salamander, contemporary newsmen coined the term “gerrymander” to 

describe the governor’s electoral stratagem. Both the term and the stratagem have 

survived for the past two centuries.”
5
 

 

So what is Georgia’s view towards gerrymandering? In the 2010 Georgia Voter Guide, 

organized perennially by The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (that is, the “AJC”) and League of 

Women Voters of Georgia, Governor Deal was asked the following question, “Do you think that 

Georgia should adopt an independent redistricting commission that should be put into law in 

time for 2011 redistricting?” Unfortunately, he did not respond with an unqualified “Yes.” 

Instead, he replied, “I believe that voters should have the final say on important government 

decisions.” Since that time, the no referendum has ever been proposed and smoke and mirrors 

continues with partisan gerrymandering in Georgia. I have read that U.S. Representative Lynn 

Westmoreland of Coweta County has effectively helped lead the Republicans’ national efforts of 

delivering gerrymandering in Georgia and the rest of the country as a whole.
6
 Evidently, 3 of 14 

of Georgia’s Congressional districts have high “gerrymander scores,” according to The 

Washington Post. 

 

Four years later in 2014, Governor Deal was asked essentially the same question as part 

of the 2014 Georgia Voter Guide, “The cornerstone of a democracy is fair and competitive 

elections. In preparation for redistricting in 2021, would you support adopting an Independent 

Redistricting Commission that would provide for districts based on established criteria to create 

fair, community oriented districts? Why or Why not?” Probably for good reason, Governor Deal 

did not even bother to provide responses for this particular voter survey in its entirety. He, like 

earlier governors in power, has been unwilling to do the right thing and move beyond “politics” 

while in charge. Therefore, as the legislative branch, intended to represent a large body of 

constituencies directly, please lead from behind on this important, largely hidden issue and end 

gerrymandering in Georgia.
7
  

                                                 
5
 Note: From Six Amendments: How and Why We Should Change the Constitution, pages 33-34.  

6
 Note: An AJC article from January 17, 2010 has a nice overview of expectations around that time--

http://www.ajc.com/news/news/national/after-census-pure-politics-will-follow/nQbpY/. 
7
 Note: See the Constitution of the State of Georgia, Article III, Section II, Paragraph II. “Apportionment of General 

Assembly. The General Assembly shall apportion the Senate and House districts. Such districts shall be composed 

of contiguous territory. The apportionment of the Senate and of the House of Representatives shall be changed by 

the General Assembly as necessary after each United States decennial census.” 
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Indeed, for decades now Georgians have been afforded bad competition at the polls by 

both Republicans and Democrats alike.
8
 
9
 For further informational, I highly recommend the 

CNN special “Gerry-Rigged: Why your vote for Congress might not matter,” where they 

describe one Georgia Democrat being carved out of his own home district by the opposing 

Republican majority in control of the General Assembly, as one example of how far partisan 

gerrymandering can go.
10

 
11

 The process has become nationally (and arguably internationally) 

embarrassing for Georgia because CNN is aired nationally across the country, including 

presumably inside the busiest airport in the world at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International 

Airport. In fact, I wouldn’t be surprised if other states like Ohio and New York, mentioned 

earlier, were encouraged to remedy their situations as a result of this particular story. Charles 

Bullock, political science professor at the University of Georgia, has written thoroughly 

regarding the practice, what he calls “the most nakedly partisan activity in American politics.”
12 

As a prescription he writes, “The solution is an independent redistricting commission.” A very 

good documentary called Gerrymandering is also available that you may find informative to 

watch as a body assembled.
13

  

 

What is at stake in the absence of gerrymandering? In a newly-created vacuum free of 

gerrymandering I believe a positive spillover effect would occur at the national and state levels, 

with the best and brightest policies rising to the top as a result, like improved communication and 

agreement against government shutdowns;
14

 better prevention and management of financial 

crises;
15

 
16

 
17

 
18

 
19

 a move away from short-termism in finance and to sounder retirement 

                                                 
8
 Note: Read an earlier “Letter to Gov. Nathan Deal Regarding Anti-Competitiveness of Georgia Elections” from 

July 5, 2011-- https://economer.wordpress.com/2011/07/05/letter-to-gov-nathan-deal-regarding-anti-

competitiveness-of-georgia-elections/. 
9
 Note: Read Common Cause Georgia’s former Executive Director William Perry’s article from August 24, 2011--

http://clatl.com/atlanta/georgias-redistricting-process-needs-independent-oversight/Content?oid=3890894. 
10

 Note: Read the following CNN report--http://www.cnn.com/2011/11/18/politics/gerrymandering/. 
11

 Note: For another article from the Savannah Morning News see here--http://savannahnow.com/news/2011-08-

23/redistricting-plan-boots-john-barrow-savannah#.TsmIHLIk67t. 
12

 Note: Read “From Ashcroft to Larios: Recent Redistricting Lessons from Georgia” published in 2006 by 

professors Charles Bullock and Ronald Gaddie-- http://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/ulj/vol34/iss3/4/. 
13

 Note: For a preview of Gerrymandering (2010) click here-- http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1241319/. 
14

 Note: From Six Amendments: How and Why We Should Change the Constitution, page 55. “In part because I am 

persuaded that political gerrymandering played a major role in the events that led to the shutdown of the federal 

government in October 2013, I am also convinced that such an amendment should be promptly proposed and 

ratified.” 
15

 Note: The state of Georgia has led the nation in bank failures over the recent 2008-09 credit crisis. Brooksley 

Born, as former head of the Commodities Futures Trading Commission, famously warned against concerns in the 

unregulated credit default swaps market prior to the crisis alongside Raghuram Rajan, the well-known economist, 

and several others policymakers. Paul Volcker has since indicated that in addition to being simplified, the banks 

need to be smaller, according to none other than Adam Smith--

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/31/opinion/31volcker.html?_r=0. 
16

 Note: David Swensen of Yale has said we need to return to simplified banking akin to what was in place with the 

Glass-Steagall Act--http://som.yale.edu/interview-david-swensen. 
17

 Note: Robert Lucas, the Nobel Prize-recipient economist, has also endorsed returning to Glass-Steagall--

https://www.stlouisfed.org/from-the-president/video-appearances/2014/homer-jones-memorial-lecture-audience-q-

and-a. 
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financing with “divestment” from fossil fuel companies;
20

 
21

 
22

 
23

 more promotion of local TV 

programming and charity organizations like the shows “Georgia Traveler,” “Black Tie and 

Barbecue”  and Habitat for Humanity;
24

 a return to cleaner and more competitive televised 

debates hosted by independent organizations;
25

 less privileged government contracting and so-

called “pay-to-play” rewards;
26

 less highway toll stations that outlive their intended purposes;
27

 

fair taxes;
28

 
29

 
30

 reduced Georgia’s barriers to entry for independents running for office;
31

 

enhanced Federal Emergency Management Agency (or “FEMA”), Georgia Emergency 

Management Agency, Office of the Governor and City of Atlanta communications during 

                                                                                                                                                             
18

 Note: Everyone from the former S&L regulator William Black to Swedish policymakers has indicated that the 

ideal approach for handling a bank crisis includes firing bank management due to being bailed out for poor bank 

management--http://ineteconomics.org/ideas-papers/interviews-talks/financial-reform-in-a-crisis-the-swedish-

solution. 
19

 Note: The Norwegians have indicated that they followed the U.S.’s 1930s regulatory approach in acting promptly 

to close undercapitalized banks and fire failed management during a financial crisis--

http://www.levyinstitute.org/pubs/rpr_4_15.pdf. 
20

 Note: James Tobin, the Nobel Prize-recipient economist, had advocated a unique “Tobin Tax” on short-term 

currency transactions in order to slow down speculation in money market interest rates, so that investors are 

incentivized to do their homework on longer-term investments and central banks are freed to operate more 

autonomously on a country-by-country basis. The IMF has also endorsed such a style tax, one referred to as a 

financial assets transaction tax (or “FAT Tax”). 
21

 Note: John Bogle, the founder of Vanguard, says there needs to be greater accountability in the money 

management industry, especially as it relates to retirement savings--http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/john-

bogle-the-train-wreck-awaiting-american-retirement/. 
22

 Note: Several organizations including the Carnegie Endowment, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund and several 

universities have chosen to divest from fossil fuel companies. 
23

 Note: Raising the upper-limit income cap on social security payroll exemptions has been proposed as a fix for 

improving long-term livelihoods in the U.S., just to keep up with prior shares historically at least--

https://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/policybriefs/pb2011-02.html. 
24

 Note: Programs like Georgia Traveler on GPB, for example, promote economic development specific to the state-

-http://www.gpb.org/georgia-traveler. 
25

 Note: Bob Barr, the Libertarian candidate for president in 2008, and Ralph Nader, the equivalent Independent 

candidate, explain the barriers to competition posed by Republicans and Democrats controlling the influential 

televised presidential debates in two concise USA Today op-eds from September 25, 2008. For-profit companies 

like Anheuser-Busch, the beer producer, and the International Bottled Water Association, a trade union, have 

organized the debates with the legitimate-sounding “Commission on Presidential Debates,” offering pre-agreed 

upon, watered-down questions for candidates and a mandated 15% polling requirement for third-party candidates to 

even be considered as eligible for the debates, which was raised from 5% in the past--http://votenader.org/debates/. 
26

 Note: For example, Common Cause Georgia has a nice overview of pay-to-play here--

http://commoncausega.org/category/pay-to-play/. 
27

 Note: Read the article Channel 2 news from July 19, 2012--http://www.wsbtv.com/news/news/local/governor-

remove-ga-400-toll-barriers/nPyPc/. 
28

 Note: See Warren Buffett’s well-known interview with Tom Brokaw regarding his secretary paying a higher share 

of taxes as compared to Mr. Buffett--http://www.cnbc.com/id/28725856. 
29

 Note: Michael Graetz, Yale law professor, and Neal Boortz, the popular former Georgia talk radio commentator, 

discussed tax fairness on April 11, 2006--http://www.c-span.org/video/?192066-1/fair-tax-debate. 
30

 Note: Ken Arrow, the respected Nobel Prize-recipient American economist, has some worthy respective regarding 

equity in the tax system--http://bostonreview.net/forum/occupy-future/economics-and-inequality. 
31

 Note: For example, here is an intriguing article regarding Bill Bozarth, former director of Common Cause 

Georgia, the independent watchdog organization, running for the state House of Representatives as an Independent 

in 2013--http://clatl.com/freshloaf/archives/2013/12/09/bill-bozarth-former-common-cause-director-running-for-

state-house-as-independent. 
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extreme whether events;
32

 improved data protection protocol surrounding the Office of the 

Secretary of State as relates to handling of confidential voter records;
33

 legislation banning failed 

bankers from being put in charge of the state Senate Banking Committee in charge of bank 

regulation;
34

 consideration of a ban or tax on political mud advertising depicting adults as babies 

in diapers;
35

 a conservative effort for better commutes, cleaner air and rivers;
36

 
37

 
38

 
39

 cleaning 

up “slumlord” violations with enhanced repeat offender laws;
40

 strengthening anti-predatory 

lending laws and reducing outdated bureaucracy;
41

 
42

 better healthcare outcomes and cost 

control; 
43

 
44

 promotion of a well-rounded curriculum in education, including STEAM as 

priorities;
45

 application of a property tax uniformly applied across public school districts, all else 

equal.
46

 
47

 and improved equity and quality in schools.
48

 
49

 
50

 

                                                 
32

 Note: Recall FEMA’s response to the levies in New Orleans during Hurricane Katrina. And read CBS 46’s article 

covering the “Snowpocalypse” of 2014--http://www.cbs46.com/story/24584289/deal-reed-at-awards-luncheon-

while-storm-hits-causing-gridlock-in-atlanta. 
33

 Note: Read the AJC article from November 18, 2015 regarding the data breach occurring out of Secretary of State 

Brian Kemp’s office--http://www.ajc.com/news/news/state-regional-govt-politics/suit-accuses-georgia-of-massive-

data-breach-involv/npQLz/. 
34

 Note: Read the AJC article from January 19, 2011 regarding Integrity Bank, former State Senator Jack Murphy 

and “Big Poppa” of “The Real Housewives of Atlanta” fame--http://www.ajc.com/news/business/feds-suit-targets-

state-senator-other-officials-of/nQpp6/. 
35

 Note: Read “Perdue shows Senate rivals as crying babies” from The Hill on February 4, 2014--

http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/senate-races/197444-perdue-portrays-georgia-gop-senate-rivals-as-crying-babies-

in. 
36

 Note: Read the AJC article “Atlanta tops in typical commute time” from March 25, 2015 for example-- 

http://www.ajc.com/news/news/local-govt-politics/atlanta-tops-typical-commute-distance/nkd7M/. 
37

 Note: Read the CDC article “Road Traffic Noise” published in the American Journal of Preventive Medicine in 

2012—www.ajpmonline.org. 
38

 Note: Recall the story of Aimee Copeland and flesh-eating bacteria she was infected with after falling from a zip 

line into a Georgia river in 2012--http://www.cbsnews.com/news/flesh-eating-bacteria-victim-aimee-copeland-on-

amputations-lets-do-this/. 
39

 Note: Ryan Gravel, the founder of the Atlanta Beltline, would likely have some more worthwhile ideas in him to 

improve the state’s commuting-- http://beltline.org/progress/progress/project-history/. 
40

 Note: Read the AJC article about Rick Warren, the Buckhead real estate developer, from September 22, 2015-- 

http://www.ajc.com/news/news/breaking-news/buckhead-developer-rick-warren-guilty-on-housing-v/nnkrz/. 
41

 Note: Read the Al Jazeera America interview with William Brennan, former director at the Atlanta Legal Aid 

Society, from November 6, 2014-- http://america.aljazeera.com/watch/shows/fault-lines/articles/2014/11/6/the-

georgia-law-thatmighthaveforestalledtheforeclosurecrisis.html. 
42

 Note: As long as the Glass-Steagall Act has been repealed, it may be prudent to consider combining various 

regulatory agencies like banking, financial services and insurance under one roof, akin to what has been done in 

New York--http://www.dfs.ny.gov/about/history.htm. 
43

 Note: Ken Arrow, the respected American economist, discusses the U.S. being on par with Cuba in terms of life 

expectancy and infant mortality rates--https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLXJS1Aqgc0. 
44

 Note: Raghuram Rajan, formerly economic research director at the IMF and now head of the Reserve Bank of 

India, explained the need for universal healthcare and safety nets in a truly optimized free-market, free-trade 

economy back in 2006--http://www.c-span.org/video/?192113-1/world-economic-outlook. 
45

 Note: Science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics is an approach advocated by the cellist Yo-Yo Ma--

http://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2013/06/his-big-idea-yo-yo-ma/277327/. 
46

 Note: See Frank Alexander, Emory law professor, discussing “Housing America’s Families: Investments, Risks 

and Families” from February 20, 2013--http://cslr.law.emory.edu/events/distinguished-lectures/currie-

lecture/video/housing-americas-families-investments-risks-and-families/play.html. 
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 Clearly, Justice Stevens and the judges of political economy have spoken. Introductory 

courses in Civics, Economics 101, Ethics and American History have spoken. Accordingly, 

please use your policy tools, e.g., a constitutional amendment, legislation or a formal referendum 

vote, to clean up the runaway embarrassment of partisan gerrymandering in Georgia. Like the 

child from The Emperor’s New Clothes, any middle-schooler could advise you here. I say 

appoint a few well-respected Georgians like Senator Kidd, the Independent from Milledgeville, 

Linda Meggers, the well-respected former head of the Legislative Redistricting Office, and 

Representative Frye from Athens (only because he knows what it take to build a house) to take 

the lead on spearheading your reform efforts. I am fairly certain all three would adjudge several 

current Georgia districts an “F” for a letter grade in terms of compactness, ethics and modern 

“red-lining” of a different sort. For example, District 12 deserves an “F” for strangely including 

Athens during one decade and excluding it in another, including Savannah during one decade, 

only to exclude it in another. Districts 8, 12 and 13 all have high gerrymander scores, technically 

speaking.
51

 District 11 from 2003 to 2006 is similarly embarrassing (see Appendix).  

 

 Here is how Justice Stevens, neither the American Legislative Exchange Council (or 

“ALEC”) nor any other partisan organization, recommends revised constitutional language at the 

national level, which could perhaps be appropriately modified and applied to Georgia as a model 

at the state level,  

 

“Districts represented by members of Congress, or by members of any state 

legislative body, shall be compact and composed of contiguous territory. The state shall 

have the burden of justifying any departures from this requirement by reference to neutral 

criteria such as natural, political, or historic boundaries or demographic changes. The 

interest in enhancing or preserving the political power of the party in control of the state 

government is not such a neutral criterion.”
52

 

  

                                                                                                                                                             
47

 Note: James Conant, the former president of Harvard University, wrote a nice piece advocating equal funding and 

local control in a 1972 lecture called “Full State Funding” delivered as part of a conference organized by Harvard 

and the Boston Federal Reserve Bank-- http://www.bostonfed.org/economic/conf/conf7/conf7j.pdf. 
48

 Note: Finland’s Pasi Sahlberg has a nice summary of what his country learned from early American education 

here--https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/answer-sheet/post/what-the-us-cant-learn-from-finland-about-ed-

reform/2012/04/16/gIQAGIvVMT_blog.html. 
49

 Note: A group of Georgia State University researchers performed an “equity audit” of the Atlanta public schools 

here, which clarifies the relevant gaps across schools--http://www.ajc.com/news/news/local-education/study-life-

for-atlanta-public-schools-students-is-/ngQ2n/. 
50

 Note: Jacques Barzun, the former Columbia University professor and dean, has a great archived lecture regarding 

education available here--http://www.c-span.org/video/?166892-1/school. 
51

 The Washington Post has an interesting raw “gerrymander” calculation from a May 15, 2014 article, where the 

author “compared the ratio of the district area to the area of a circle with the same perimeter” using U.S. Census 

shapefiles-- https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2014/05/15/americas-most-gerrymandered-

congressional-districts/. 
52

 Note: See Six Amendments: How and Why We Should Change the Constitution, page 55. 
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If you like the idea of creating an independent redistricting commission, then reply by 

end of day March 31, 2016 with a “Yea” or “Nea” as part of this inaugural 2016 Georgia Poll on 

Gerrymandering (or “GPG”), which will capture a nice snapshot for voters regarding an 

important good governance issue of first-order importance. In your reply, please include any 

additional thoughts for the group as a whole, i.e., all the various Georgia representatives and 

senators included alongside this letter, on how best to proceed with next steps. I believe the 

Goddess of Liberty atop the Golden Dome, and the blindfolded Lady Justice in front of courts all 

over the world will more meaningfully inspire future generations if you first act on eliminating 

partisan gerrymandering now. Everything else is “water over the dam” until this happens, 

including the unrealized grand American ideals of “equal justice under law” and Georgia’s self-

attributed virtues of wisdom, justice and moderation.  

 

Everyone included here has taken an inspired oath to conduct one’s self, as will, in his or 

her judgment, “be most conducive to the interests and prosperity of this state.” Therefore, I look 

forward to your response.  

 

Carpe diem. 

 

       Respectfully, 

 

       James Breedlove 

       jamesbreedlove@gmail.com 

       404/433-5645  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:jamesbreedlove@gmail.com
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Appendix:  

Georgia’s Congressional Districts, 1997-Present 

  

    
     (a)                (b)   

    
    (c)                 (d) 

Note: Georgia’s Congressional Districts are depicted as follows: (a) from 1997 to 2002; (b) from 2003 to 2006; (c) 

from 2007 to 2013; and (d) since 2013. 

Source: The United States Department of the Interior and UCLA by Jeffrey B. Lewis, Brandon DeVine, Lincoln 

Pitcher and Kenneth C. Martis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


